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Use is in a sentence | is sentence examples I shall never forget the surprise and delight I felt when I uttered my first connected sentence, "It is warm." It is an
unspeakable boon to me to be able to speak in winged words that need no interpretation. Sentence | Define Sentence at Dictionary.com A sentence is the largest
grammatical unit in language. It communicates a complete thoughtâ€”an assertion, question, command, or exclamation. It communicates a complete thoughtâ€”an
assertion, question, command, or exclamation. What Is A Sentence? | Grammar | EnglishClub Actually, it is not easy to define a sentence. Grammarians do not all
agree on what is or is not a sentence. For the purposes of introduction, this page describes rather simple sentences. Of course, sentences can be much longer and more
complex, and these will be covered on other pages.

Sentence - Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia A sentence is a group of words that are put together to mean something. A sentence is the basic unit of
language which expresses a complete thought . It does this by following the grammatical rules of syntax. Sentence Structure and Types of Sentences - Grammar ... A
sentence ends with punctuation (a period, a question mark, or an exclamation point). He obtained his degree. A sentence contains a subject that is only given once.
Smith he obtained his degree. A sentence contains a verb or a verb phrase. He obtained his degree. A sentence follows Subject + Verb + Object word order. English
Sentences with Audio Using the Word "Is" You can listen to each sentence as you read it. / Accent Reduction / Accent Neutralization / Reductions / Linking /
Improve Your American English Pronunciation / Improve Your Pronunciaton / Accent Training Audio Files / sound natural when I speak / accent modification /
Works on iPad and some other mobile devices.

What Are the Different Parts of a Sentence? To write a complete sentence, you must include at least a subject and a predicate. If you only include one of these, you
will have only a sentence fragment, which is grammatically incorrect. Modifier. Modifiers are words or phrases that describe parts of the sentence by adding
additional information. Sentence | What is a Sentence? - Grammar Monster A sentence can consist of a single clause or several clauses. When a sentence is a single
clause, it is called a simple sentence (and the clause is called an independent clause ). A sentence must contain at least one independent clause. Examples of Topic
Sentences - examples.yourdictionary.com A topic sentence is the most important sentence in a paragraph. Sometimes referred to as a focus sentence, the topic
sentence helps organize the paragraph by summarizing the information in the paragraph. In formal writing, the topic sentence is usually the first sentence in a
paragraph (although it doesn't have to be.

Sentence - definition of sentence by The Free Dictionary Define sentence. sentence synonyms, sentence pronunciation, sentence translation, English dictionary
definition of sentence. A sentence, whether short or long, must express a complete idea; and a complete sentence must consist of at least one independent clause
â€”that is, a subject. What is a sentence? (video) | Khan Academy A sentence is a grammatically complete idea. All sentences have a noun or pronoun component
called the subject, and a verb part called the predicate. David and Paige explore this division across several different example sentences. Sentence | Definition of
Sentence by Merriam-Webster These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word 'sentence.'
Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors.
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